Identifying and Addressing Barriers to Implementing Core Electronic Health Record Use Metrics for Ambulatory Care: Virtual Consensus Conference Proceedings
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Precise, reliable, valid metrics that are cost-effective and require reasonable implementation time and effort are needed to drive electronic health record (EHR) improvements and decrease EHR burden. Differences exist between research and vendor definitions of metrics.

Process We convened three stakeholder groups (health system informatics leaders, EHR vendor representatives, and researchers) in a virtual workshop series to achieve consensus on barriers, solutions, and next steps to implementing the core EHR use metrics in ambulatory care.

Conclusion Actionable solutions identified to address core categories of EHR metric implementation challenges include: (1) maintaining broad stakeholder engagement, (2) reaching agreement on standardized measure definitions across vendors, (3) integrating clinician perspectives, and (4) addressing cognitive and EHR burden. Building upon the momentum of this workshop’s outputs offers promise for overcoming barriers to implementing EHR use metrics.
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Background and Significance

In 2020, seven core electronic health record (EHR) use measures were proposed by a multidisciplinary stakeholder group to quantify ambulatory EHR use, evaluate the practice environment, and assess EHR burden. Since then, there have been more than 100 peer-reviewed publications addressing EHR burden, garnering increased attention from across stakeholder groups. Intended to quantify practice efficiency, teamwork, and other contributors to professional well-being and promote cross-study comparisons, wide-scale implementation of core metrics in the research setting as well as routine operations assessment have faced challenges across practice settings.

Precise, reliable, valid metrics that are cost-effective and require reasonable implementation time and effort are needed to drive EHR improvements. Differences exist between investigator-defined and vendor definitions of metrics. Although current vendor-derived metrics seek to offer actionable benchmarks on EHR use, they face validity and reliability concerns due to limited transparency, availability, accessibility, and standardization. For example, agreement on how to conceptualize time spent in the EHR outside of time a clinician is scheduled—one construct that has been linked to clinician burnout—has encountered limitations including generalizability across vendors and may not effectively separate time spent on direct patient care from time strictly dedicated to the EHR. Scientifically sound evaluation will require stakeholder consensus on the optimal approaches to harness these collective resources to ensure that metrics are meaningful and useful to all stakeholders.

Therefore, we convened three stakeholder groups (health system informatics and operational leaders, EHR vendor representatives and audit log experts from three major vendors, and researchers) in a virtual workshop series to achieve consensus on barriers and solutions to implementing the core EHR use metrics in ambulatory care. To our knowledge this was this first workshop to convene a nationally representative group from these three stakeholder groups to address implementation barriers to EHR use measurement.

Process

We organized two, 2-hour workshop sessions (November 2022 and January 2023) in a collaborative and interactive virtual workspace to develop consensus on barriers (Session 1), solutions and next steps (Session 2) to overcome implementation challenges of core EHR use metrics. The workshop planning steering committee (subsequently referred to as “the committee”) included audit-log implementation and researcher experts. The committee designed and ran the workshop series, with a focus on identifying and developing four categories of EHR metric implementation barriers informed by their own implementation experiences with the original seven metrics proposed to guide the
workshop series. Each session followed a modified Delphi process,9,10 employing a collaborative and interactive virtual workspace. The attendees from the three stakeholder groups were divided into four workgroups established based on major implementation challenge categories: (1) defining and interpreting schedules, (2) validity of EHR use, (3) inbox management, and (4) undivided attention. We performed purposive recruitment drawing from the professional networks of the committee to assemble a diverse and representative group accounting for varied perspectives from three stakeholder groups: health care system informatics leaders, EHR developers leading EHR use measurement, and EHR use researchers. We initially recruited by targeted emails for categories (EHR vendors and health systems operational leaders) in which there are known experts in these domains, We expanded our approach with select snowball sampling if an identified content expert was not available.

Prior to each session, preliminary questions were assembled for each workgroup by the committee. After each session, we reviewed meeting outputs, summarized findings, and prepared next steps. A professional facilitator with domain experience helped to plan and lead each session. Content experts from each of the four categories led respective working groups.12

**Proceedings by Working Group**

**Defining and Interpreting Schedules**

To establish standardized definitions for defining and interpreting schedules, the workgroup proposed dividing EHR activity into four categories13: (1) EHR visit work (face-to-face patient care), (2) visit documentation work in patient's presence not captured by the EHR that could potentially be measured using other systems, (3) between visit EHR work (indirect like inbox, laboratory result review, or interdisciplinary case review), and (4) nonclinical EHR work (e.g., academic and administrative; Table 1).

**Barriers**

We identified variation in how work is defined both during and after scheduled clinical time as a major barrier. For example, EHR activities associated with administrative or teaching responsibilities may be indistinguishable from those related to direct patient care. Identifying clinical schedules may be challenging due to third-party scheduling platforms. Attributing credit for EHR work performed across multiple users in a clinical team was an additional barrier noted by this and other work groups.

**Solutions**

Reconciling scheduling information captured outside the EHR to facilitate removal of nonclinical work time is critical to measuring EHR use related to direct clinical care. Consistent definitions across EHR work categories will be necessary to distinguish clinical and nonclinical EHR activities. Specialty- and context-specific full-time equivalent and clinical workday definitions would support better comparisons of EHR work across clinical contexts. Tracking teamwork was proposed as a potential solution to measure work performed among interdisciplinary team members.

**Next Steps**

Five solutions-generating steps were identified: (1) engage key stakeholders (including schedulers and operational stakeholders) to reach agreement on standard clinical schedule definitions such as differentiating visit-based, time-based, and task-based measurement; (2) link or make efforts to capture visit-related work outside the EHR—especially between visits—to better estimate actual clinical workload; (3) establish consistent definitions of clinical and nonclinical time; (4) standardize how to factor time by care team member and role, to better capture teamwork and assign credit for work.

**Validity of Electronic Health Record “Active Time”**

Knowing when a clinician is actively using the EHR is a key underpinning of EHR use measurement. One overarching consideration is the lack of standardization across EHR vendors on system activity “active time,” which can limit comparison of measures across organizations utilizing different vendor systems. Table 1.14,15

**Barriers**

We identified several barriers to improving the validity of “active time” metrics within the EHR, chiefly related to contextualizing active use. Readily available metrics could be improved with additional information about: (1) clinical context (e.g., ambulatory vs. inpatient); (2) process context (e.g., rooming vs. active consultation with patients); (3) individual preferences (e.g., users preference to document at the end vs. documenting throughout the clinic day); (4) individual development (e.g., learning curves for new users, workflows, or clinical processes); and (5) physician variability of practice (e.g., comprehensive chart review vs. their prior visit notes). Lastly, there is demand for a central repository of validated metrics.

**Solutions**

Participants noted the opportunity to apply quality measure development methodology to EHR metric development as a scientific approach to enhance transparency, provide concrete guidance for establishing validity, and support reuse of metrics across organizations. Additionally, improved contextualization of EHR use measures could be achieved by incorporating multilevel data related to the organization, clinical setting, and individual user, which would support better normative interpretation of EHR use metrics specific to user preferences and variation in practice patterns. Finally, developing a library of generalizable EHR use metrics for clinical tasks or activities was proposed as a key opportunity to address the variability of existing measures and better align research across teams.

**Next Steps**

Three solutions-generating steps were identified: (1) identify high-priority clinical actions or tasks as a starting point for standardized measure development using a quality measure development framework; (2) survey individual clinicians to
To elicit EHR time dimensions that they find specifically burdensome via a tool assessing standardized burden scenarios; and (3) build linkages with contextual data into existing EHR usage data.

**Inbox Management**

EHR inbox tasks have consumed an increasing amount of clinician time—including messages from patients (e.g., patient portal messages), internal messages (e.g., within-care team messages), and responses to laboratory result or medication refill inquiries—with a compound effect observed since the coronavirus disease pandemic. While the inbox is a defined EHR component, tasks that begin or end in the inbox often require work away from the inbox screen to resolve, which is not currently captured as a part of existing inbox time metrics—Table 1.

**Table 1: Barriers, solutions, and next steps for each of four electronic health record metrics consensus process working groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working group</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Next steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Defining and interpreting schedules | - Need standard definitions: work time, outside work, work-day, and full-time equivalent  
- Lack of integration of scheduling platform  
- Capturing nonclinical work in EHR  
- Attributing credit for EHR work across multiple users | - 3rd party scheduling tech alignment  
- Define 4 categories: visit work, visit work not seen by EHR, between visit work, and nonclinical work  
- Remove or flag nonclinical work from logs  
- Track teamwork | - Reach agreement on visit-based vs. time-based vs. task-based measurement  
- Link work outside EHR to visit work  
- Define clinical and nonclinical time  
- Standardize how to apportion interdisciplinary work |
| Validity of EHR use | - What is “active time”? No existing standards for EHR use time measures  
- Readily available EHR use measures lack context (clinical context, process context, individual preferences, individual development, physician variability of practice)  
- No central repository of validated metrics | - Applying quality measures development frameworks to EHR metric measures  
- Incorporate multilevel data (e.g., organization, clinic setting, individual user) - add context to EHR use measures  
- Develop a library of generalizable EHR use measures for clinical tasks or activities | - Elicit from clinicians the dimensions of EHR time that are burdensome for that individual (e.g., via “burden scenarios” survey)  
- Build linkages with contextual data into EHR use time database construction  
- Identify high-priority clinical actions or tasks (to develop standardized measurements) |
| Inbox management | - Message content and appropriateness (what does good look like?)  
- Message work complexity  
- Switching—Screen, Task, Person  
- Lack of team coordination of message handing | - Need to define “what is inbox work”  
- Classification of workflow types and message categories, including filtering of messages by team  
- Consider cognitive burden, including by message type  
- Create workflows for teams to enable clinicians to reduce administrative burden  
- Employ technology such as algorithms to support messages | - Develop categories of messages (e.g., those handled with one click, messages resolved without needing physician)  
- Calculate number of messages solved “within one screen”  
- Define metrics that capture teamwork |
| Undivided attention | - Defining undivided attention (attention to patient vs. attention to task)  
- The multitasking myth—mental model of attention  
- Capturing interruptions  
- Privacy constraints when using technology to capture events outside EHR | - Identifying markers of cognitive interruptions or distractions  
- Consider ways to capture work done outside of EHR  
- Define and explore task switching: (intrasurfing; chart switching; interrupted/abandoned tasks e.g., orders) | - Start by capturing frequency of events:  
- Chart switching and returning  
- Switching screens during task  
- Consider latency of response (e.g., minutes vs. seconds vs. fragments of sections or milliseconds) |

Abbreviation: EHR, electronic health record.

Note: For each of the four workshop working groups, the table includes barriers, solutions, and action items, which could inform future work, as outlined by workshop stakeholders.
inbox metrics across vendors and EHR products; (4) lack of accurate capture of team-based support for inbox work.

Solutions
The foundational opportunity proposed was to define a typology for inbox work, including the different message categories and adjacent tasks (e.g., connecting other EHR tasks that resulted from an inbox message). For example, a patient message about imaging results might require review of the imaging, its results, consultant documentation, and pertinent laboratory results on separate screens, all prior to responding to the patient's message. This could be extended to also measure: (1) anticipated cognitive burden associated with inbox work and (2) proportion of inbox messages that can be resolved without leaving the inbox.

Next Steps
Two early use-case examples were offered as near-term goals: messages handled within the inbox and messages resolved without necessitating physician involvement. Next steps identified to begin solution development were: (1) develop message categories by degree of work (e.g., those handled in one click or resolved without needing a clinician) and by content or complexity (which may involve communication and action within the care team and/or with the patient or caregiver) and (2) develop new measures scaled across vendors, building upon complexity ranking, such as percentage of message reconciled within one screen.

Undivided Attention
Distractions by intrusive alerts, messages, or unrelated tasks can interfere with a clinician's ability to provide safe and efficient care.16 Yet, the clinical environment is often a cacophony of noise and interruptions, in which the physician attempts to listen and care for the patient while simultaneously reviewing and entering data in the EHR.17 The lack of process coupling (i.e., display fragmentation where necessary information is scattered and buried across multiple screens rather than concisely presented),18 combined with frequent distractions and interruptions, results in cognitive overload and a hazardous care environment.17 An existing measure quantifying the outer envelope of time available for undivided attention is available.17 More granular measures are also needed. Table 1.

Barriers
Standardized measures of undivided attention do not currently exist and are not included in off-the-shelf vendor metrics. Many features of the environment that impact undivided attention, such as team composition (i.e., team size, skill level, and stability), ambient noise, and cognitive overload are not routinely measured. Some promising technologies, including eye tracking, raise privacy concerns when implemented in routine clinical care.

Solutions
Solutions in this emerging domain focus on defining tasks and measures regarding the lack of attention or focus. Markers and a common taxonomy of cognitive load and interruptions are needed. Proxies for inattention or indirect markers of divided attention could be measured, such as the latency time for instant secure messaging responses. For example, if average latency of a message response were as short as 30 seconds, then one might infer that physicians are commonly interrupted mid-thought or mid-task to respond quickly.

Next Steps
We identified three initial measures to approximate undivided attention: (1) frequency of screen switching during a task, (2) frequency of switching from and returning to tasks, and (3) latency of response to interruptions, such as instant messaging.

Discussion
We achieved consensus on potential design solutions to consider when implementing four core categories of EHR use metrics in ambulatory care through a virtual workshop series with health system informatics leaders, EHR vendor representatives, and researchers (Table 1). These solutions may be useful for health systems leaders, researchers, and EHR vendors to consider when designing EHR metrics. We identified common themes across groups including an urgent need for standardized definitions of EHR use measure elements, which aligns with the existing literature.5,6 For example, priority was raised for defining what a clinical day/shift or clinical role included, operationalizing metrics to evaluate EHR active time, determining the scope and complexity of inbox management tasks, and establishing units of time latency, task, and attention including an ontology of terms to standardize future work. Understanding the interaction between team members, and the interdisciplinary aspects of care, which are not fully captured in current metrics, was also offered as an opportunity for action when designing and implementing EHR metrics.16 As interdisciplinary care increases, clarifying the contributions of different clinical team members (and patients) was recognized as a key next step.

Another common theme was capturing clinician effort both within and between EHR tasks, as well as capturing tasks and activities (and effort) that are not currently quantifiable via EHR use metrics. Concerns for privacy, feasibility of implementation and use outside of research settings, and interpretations of activities outside the EHR captured without context were raised, while the need to account for this work that is not currently captured was universal. EHR metric design and implementation solutions were anticipated to be complex, involving a wide range of multidisciplinary stakeholders including academic researchers, members of the vendor community, and those at the forefront of health system implementation. This workshop series opened and fostered a dialogue between researchers and designers of EHR metrics from the vendor community, as well as those who are using and implementing the metrics in health systems to consider the barriers that align or differ from across the United States. To overcome the implementation barriers identified in this
workshop series: (1) policymakers should consider mandating data definitions and standards in EHR use measurement to allow reliable measurement across groups and at scale, (2) organizational leaders and EHR vendor representatives should continue to engage with the research community to ensure measures are performing as intended. Indeed, regular meetings of the assembled workgroup or similar stakeholders would catalyze and accelerate the effectiveness of future EHR use measurement efforts. Including only participants from the United States limits generalizability of the findings for international EHRs or clinical settings.

Guiding principles included optimizing the clinician EHR experience, recognizing the lack of a single outcome of interest that measures EHR use, and the need for common measures or perspectives that capture the range of practice styles, and unique clinician roles, responsibilities, workflow, and documentation practices. Next steps are highlighted in Table 1, with continued collaboration across stakeholder groups identified as a critical element. Once implemented, EHR use metrics could be applied to evaluate interventions seeking to mitigate EHR burden such as team-based interventions or specific changes to the practice environment.

**Conclusion**

We developed actionable solutions to address each of four categories of EHR metric implementation challenges, during a two-session virtual workshop series. Common themes across domains included: (1) maintaining broad stakeholder engagement, (2) reaching agreement on standardized measure definitions across vendors, (3) integrating clinician perspectives, and (4) addressing cognitive and EHR burden. Building upon the momentum of this workshop’s outputs offers promise for overcoming barriers to implementing core EHR use metrics.

**Clinical Relevance Statement**

EHR burden is challenging to measure, and EHR audit log data have been used to create metrics to measure clinician activities. Identifying solutions to implementation barriers will benefit multiple stakeholders bridging researchers, health systems implementation leaders, and EHR vendor representatives. Stakeholders participating in a workshop series agreed for the need to reach agreement on standardized measure definitions across vendors, integrating clinician perspectives, and address cognitive and EHR burden.

**Multiple-Choice Questions**

1. EHR metrics use log data collected from clinician actions and tasks. Regarding the design and implementation of metrics from log data:
   a. The design is the same for all EHR vendors and products
   b. EHR metrics can be easily calculated from EHR log data
   c. There is a notable for a lack of standardization of metrics using log data
   d. The process is similar from research and EHR vendor perspectives

**Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option c. There is a notable lack of standardization of how metrics are developed or designed from the underlying log data, which stakeholders participating in the workshop from the EHR vendor, research, and health system implementation communities agreed upon. Because each vendor develops their own metrics, based on their own formulas, it is therefore challenging to compare the same metric concept across vendor products. Workshop attendees agreed on the need for standardizing both the definitions of the goal of the metric (i.e., how a clinical shift is defined if the schedule is not contained within the EHR, or how the active time in an EHR is determined) as well as the metric design from the audit log data.

2. Definitions to standardize how metrics are designed are needed for:
   a. Validity of EHR use
   b. Determining a clinical shift or block in clinic
   c. Measuring changes in attention during EHR work
   d. Inbox message complexity and handing
   e. All of the above

**Correct Answer:** The correct answer is option e. Terms such as “active EHR time” or a “clinical shift” are not standardized. Researchers in audit logs may calculate metrics differently than the vendor community, which can lead to both confusion when attempts are made to compare the metrics and contribute to a lack of generalizability.
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